Security is just a touch away
The Hills Reliance TouchNav offers simple fingertip control of your Hills Reliance security
system with an intuitive graphical interface and 3.5” touch screen. It has the ability to
support up to 128 zones, 99 users, 8 areas and 16 outputs – satisfying the requirements of
residential homes, medium offices, retail shops and all the way up to large warehouses and
multi-tenant buildings.

TouchNav Features

(S3237A)

Touch Screen
The TouchNav features an intuitive graphical interface within a 3.5” colour touch screen, which can
be easily operated with any pointing device (e.g. gloved finger or nail).

Scalability
Capable of satisfying the needs of smaller residential homes to larger commercial applications, the
TouchNav can handle up to 128 zones, 8 areas, 16 outputs (e.g. lights, garage doors) and 99 users.

Quick Keys
Control and manage your security system quickly and seamlessly through the TouchNav’s 3 quick
keys for Away arming, Stay arming and System status.

Inbuilt Message Board
The convenience of an inbuilt message board feature allows users to leave reminder messages for
others when arming or disarming.

Custom Naming
End-users can customise user names, zones, areas, outputs and rooms.

Access Control
The TouchNav allows easy management of swipe cards and authority levels when
a keyless door entry card reader (NX1701EAU) is installed.

TouchNav Pro Additional Features
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Video Integration (through a CCTV camera)
Feel secure by monitoring your premises with live motion video with the TouchNav’s video input
feature.

Intercom Functionality (up to 8 rooms)
Connect and talk with people in other rooms (through additional code pads) with the TouchNav’s
one-touch, hands-free intercom feature.

Monitoring Mode (up to 8 rooms)
Monitor other rooms to ensure your home or office is secure (e.g. listening into a baby’s room).
Privacy mode also available.

Hills Reliance TouchNav & TouchNav Pro Specifications
User Interface

Intuitive graphical interactive encased in a 3.5” colour TFT LCD screen

Alarm Panel

Compatible with NX (made after 2000) and Hills Reliance security control panels

Dimensions

(W) 82mm x (H) 125mm x (D) 18mm

Operating Temperature

0 to 50 degrees Celsius

Wiring

Data Bus - 3 core, recommended 14/020

Colour

Opal White with silver frame

Weight

125g

